EXPERIENCE AMARI YANGSHUO

Situated in Yangshuo, Guilin, one of the fastest growing destinations in China, Amari Yangshuo is the very first
Amari hotel in China. Located in the centre of West Street, the hotel offers direct views of the waterfront, the
iconic love bridge and the karst peaks all around, and is 40 minutes from the Yangshuo High Speed Railway
Station and 1.5 hours from Guilin Liangjiang Airport. Standing within the Yitian West Street development and
surrounded by retail stores built using the traditional North Guilin architectural style, this uniquely designed
hotel offers travellers a modern Asian hospitality experience at the most beautiful location in Guilin.
The hotel features 73 guestrooms, comprising Superior and Deluxe Rooms, Grand Deluxe, Duplex and Executive
Suites – ideal for individual travellers, couples, friends, and even families. All rooms are meticulously designed
with a modern Oriental touch, offering guests the perfect blend of space, comfort and warmth. Most of the
guestrooms also feature balconies with splendid views of the West Street, waterfront or mountains.
Amari Yangshuo offers two dining options. Amaya Food Gallery, Amari’s signature all-day dining restaurant, is
located on the second floor, and features an array of Thai and international cuisine prepared in an interactive
open kitchen. The restaurant takes its inspiration from Asia’s well-loved street food markets, and is designed
using rich colours and vibrant textures. Open from 06:30 to 22:00, guests can enjoy watching the chefs prepare
breakfast, lunch and dinner live, and embark on an amazing savoury journey. For deli items and beverages, a
cocktail or a glass of wine, the street-level C
 ascade is definitely the place to go.
To stay in shape while travelling, guests can visit the well-equipped FIT Centre for a good workout, or
rejuvenate at Breeze Spa. Exclusive to Amari hotel and resort locations, Breeze Spa offers a range of body and
facial treatments, as well as signature mood treatments, all aimed at putting the fun back to feeling good. For
guests looking for a quiet place to relax or read, or to get some work done, the Voyager Lounge is equipped with
work desks, lounge seating and a small executive meeting room.
As the ancient Chinese saying goes, “The landscape of Guilin is the most beautiful in the world, and the
landscape of Yangshuo is the most beautiful in Guilin.” Yangshuo offers an abundance of magnificent natural
scenery which should not be missed– from the world famous Li River, which can be seen in many traditional
Chinese paintings, to Moon Hill, Yulong River and the Assembly Dragon Cave. Guests can plan their visit in
advance using Destination Amari to find out where to EAT, where to GO, and what to DO, or connect with the
Amari Hosts who are on hand to guide guests by answering any questions and offering insider tips on the best

ways to uncover Yangshuo.
###
About Amari
The Amari collection of hotels and resorts by ONYX Hospitality Group brings to life a contemporary
re-imagining of Thailand’s rich cultural roots and the influence of its dynamic creativity to locations both near
and far. Each property in the Amari portfolio highlights the textures and flavours of its unique setting through
architecture, design, art, cuisine and service complemented by touches of contemporary Thai-ness. Amari’s
network of properties spans Thailand and beyond, from scenic seaside locations to vibrant urban settings,
including Hua Hin, Pattaya, Phuket, Krabi, Koh Samui, Bangkok, Buriram, Dhaka, Maldives, Johor Bahru, Galle,
Vang Vieng and Yangshuo. Visit w
 ww.amari.com
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